B|Bronzed™ Airbrush Tanning

FAQs & PREP INSTRUCTIONS

* PLEASE READ ENTIRE PAGE CAREFULLY & SEE BBRONZED.COM FOR ANSWERS TO MORE FAQs *

HOW DO I BOOK? Go to bbbronzed.acuitiescheduling.com to book a studio tan! For on-site groups: email info@bbbronzed.com

HOW DOES IT WORK? This unique sunless tan application is an art form – you'll be hand-airbrushed using a spray gun that distributes solution evenly on your body. Our B|Bronzed™ Sunless Tan Pros have over 10 years’ experience!

DO I NEED MULTIPLE SESSIONS? No – for most people to achieve a natural looking tan, sunless tanning more than once in a 10 day period is not recommended. We’ll assess your skin and determine which solution is right for you - most clients achieve the color they are looking for in one session. For best results, schedule your tan 1-2 days before an event/trip. If you opt for a test run it should be scheduled in advance and completed at least 2 weeks before the event tan.

WHAT SHOULD I WEAR? The tan lasts 7-10 days on average so choose tan lines you don’t mind having for a week - an old swimsuit works well, or female clients may opt for no tan lines; we are extremely professional.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE? A standard application takes 15-20 minutes (please arrange supervision for little ones).

HOW SAFE IS AIRBRUSH TANNING? Dihydroxyacetone (DHA) is made from raw sugar cane and is FDA approved for cosmetic use. There have been few documented reports of allergic reactions (advise us if you have allergies). We offer a temporary DHA-free tan for those with DHA-specific allergies. We also offer a hypoallergenic solution for clients with sensitive skin (a $10 upgrade). Consult your physician with any concerns before scheduling.

HOW MUCH DOES A SESSION COST? see BBRONZED.COM for our full service/price list. All studio tans are booked online and paid for with a credit card (no checks). We’re punctual so please arrive fully prepared and on time.

TANNING PARTIES: We’ll come to you! We’ll airbrush everyone by hand inside of a pop-up tent so there is no mess. This doesn’t require a lot of space but must be done in AC – a large bathroom/kitchen/office/hotel room works well.

CANCELLATIONS/RESCHEDULING: 24 hours' notice is required to change/cancel a studio appointment (*72 hours for on-site/groups). Cancellations/rescheduling within that time will be charged the full amount of the services booked.

PREPARE FOR YOUR AIRBRUSH TAN: Coming from work/school/travel? We sell a PH-balancing & exfoliating prep mitt for $5

• Shower, exfoliate, and shave/wax/nair 1-4 hours before tanning. Exfoliation is crucial for sunless tanning.
• Skin should be clean and dry before being sprayed. DO NOT USE: moisturizers, bar soaps (no Dove), deodorants, anti-perspirants, perfume, makeup, or use oil-based body wash or scrub before your tanning appointment.
• Style hair off of the face/neck & remove all jewelry. Bring clips, rubber band, scrunchy, etc. Hairnets are provided.

↑ IT’S FL – PLAN FOR RAIN! BRING: umbrella, rain boots, flip flops, strapless bra, loose long pants, hooded sweatshirt, pick up cash etc

AFTER-TAN CARE:

• Wear dark loose-fitting cotton clothing until it’s time to shower (think pajamas/maxi dress, NOT leggings/yoga pants/jeans/tight shirts etc). Avoid skin-on-skin contact and touching your skin while tan is developing. Sanitize/wipe just your palms every few hours to ensure no solution gets on your palms while the tan develops.
• Don’t exercise, sweat, swim, bathe, or apply liquids to your skin until AFTER your first shower (wait 8-12 hours).
• After 8-12 hours take a shower. Wash w/a mild shower gel (like Johnson’s Baby Wash) - no bar soaps. Do not use exfoliates for 10 days. (RAPID TANS: must be rinsed in 1-5 hours w/warm water only – no soap/lotion for 10 hours!) Pat dry - don’t rub dry - and moisturize after every shower for the next 10 days (no Dove/Curel products!)
• Apply lotion (like Cera Ve/Aveeno) twice a day, every day. For best results, do not layer sunless tanning products.
• Avoid manually exfoliating your skin for the next 10 days (use hands to wash with, no scrubs/loofas/clarisonic etc) Certain activities/products can cause faster fading - these include: hot tubs, waxing, chlorine, excessive perspiration, bar soaps, sulfates, alcohol-based products such as toners/astringents/aerosol sunscreen, acne products, baby oil, mineral oil, or products that cause exfoliation such as AHAs, BHAs, Retin-A etc.

We hope that you enjoy your tan. If there are any problems or concerns please let us know within 24 hours so that we can help you any way we can.

Thank you for choosing B|Bronzed Tanning. Don’t forget to schedule your next tan! ☎ 239.248.5504
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